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sediment of sand and clay, not to mention goat hairs and
other extraneous matter which made it occasionally re-
semble a defunct aquarium—yet I drank it without boil-
ing and suffered no ill effects.
We all used the same cups and drank from the same
wooden bowls without ever washing them, and dipped our
hands to the wrist in the same great trencher of rice and
grease—yet these Bedouins in their bgdily habits were
clean, as animals are clean. Every evening around sun-
down, and oftener if he has been perspiring and can find
opportunity, the Bedouin rubs sand under his armpits,
and on the other parts of the body where perspiration
gathers. If he is camped in a part of the desert where
there is no sand—and there are enormous desert stretches
in Arabia where one never encounters sand at all—he uses
the hard, gravelly clay. He has an odor but it is not
sour,—it is dry and pungent, like the smell of a squirrel
or bear. They pick their teeth after eating meat, and
scrub them occasionally with a short thorn stick, chewed
and fibrous at the end. Their loose boots or slippers,
worn without stockings, are kicked off at every oppor-
tunity, so that their feet are as clean as their hands.
A man living their life for a month with western clothes
would be in a disgusting and unpleasant state. But with
the loose Bedouin garments, through which the air gi'ku-
lates freely, and adopting their "dry cleaning" methods,
I found it possible to be quite comfortable. To tell the
truth, I remembered maternal tyranny in childhood, and
rejoiced in my unwashed freedom.
Some of the Beni Sakhr warriors had their hair cut
short, but the majority wore it in numerous braids; their
skins were naturally as white as ours, but bronzed and

